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WACKY PRACTICE TEST
This test is timed for the duration your instructor sees fit. Each question is worth one point, with the
exceptions of questions five, ten, and eleven. Question five is worth seven points. Question ten is worth
five points—one point for each correct match. Question eleven is worth five points. Draw a smiley face at
the bottom of the last page for five extra credit points.
1. Naturally-made icicles are always made with hydrogen, oxygen, and butter. They form in
climates with a sufficient lack of heat and are cold.
True or False
2. If Luka has a room filled with 9000 figs and he eats 900 of them, how many figs will he have left?
a. 0
b. 9900
c. 8,100
d. 90,900
e. None of the above
3. People can believe men usually have longer hairstyles than women.
True or False
4. The author Dr. Seuss wrote a book about a mischievous cat dressed in a hat who visits two
children on a rainy day. It is titled, __________________________________________.
5. It is not uncommon for strawberries to not be red in color.
True or False
6. If you were to observe a kangaroo in the wild and had no scientific equipment, you could
identify it as a marsupial because:
a. It is from Australia, home to many marsupials, the Sydney Opera House, and the
eucalyptus tree.
b. It has a pouch, is covered in hair, and feeds its young milk.
c. Percentages of its DNA are similar to the North American opossum, the wombat, and
the thylacine.
d. A and B
e. All of the above
7. Which of the following is not typically used as a mathematical symbol in basic algebra?
a. +
b. y
c. =
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d. @gmail.com
8. Successful businesses are always motivated solely by money.
True or False
9. In which of the following nursery rhymes do two siblings attempt to complete a task, resulting in
an accident and medical attention?
a. “Humpty-Dumpty”
b. “Old Mother Hubbard”
c. “Jack and Jill”
d. “Jack Sprat”
10. Correctly match the words in the first column with their definitions:


A fried, ethnic food ___



A type of bird ___



An item that’s read and usually bound
___



A starchy, edible root ___



A regularly issued publication which
informs on current events ___

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

Newspaper
Potato
Chicken
Latke
Cow
Book

11. Please explain, in three sentences, some things you like about yourself. Include your name in the
last sentence. Include the word ‘yogurt’ in the first sentence. You will be only graded on
whether or not your second sentence ends with a question mark and if you include the word
‘marmalade’ in your response.

